
 Perth Tango Club Teaching Policy 

 At Perth Tango Club, we believe that teaching tango is a vital activity to achieve our goals of 
 promoting and developing the art and culture of Argentine Tango. We offer an in-house 
 "Basic Tango" or "Beginners Tango" program, exclusively for our members, and third-party 
 teaching. The Teaching Policy is designed to introduce people to the art and cultural 
 background of the Argentine tango and equip them with the necessary skills to participate in 
 the social life of the Club. 

 In-house programme: 
 We neither endorse any local teaching establishment nor favor any one establishment over 
 another. Furthermore, we do not allow any member who teaches tango for a commercial 
 return to teach the in-house program. This measure is to avoid conflicts of interest. 
 All instructors and assistants volunteer their time and expertise free of charge for the 
 in-house program they run; this is consistent with other Club volunteer duties. 

 Furthermore, we encourage our members to expand their tango experience beyond the 
 basic tango program by attending more advanced courses or workshops with local teachers 
 or schools. 

 Third-party teaching: 
 We invite tango teachers or schools to advertise their courses/classes to our members and 
 perform at Club Milongas. They may also provide skill-share sessions by arrangement with 
 the Club. 

 To further enhance the tango experience of our members, we also arrange for teachers from 
 within the state, interstate, or overseas, to run workshops and/or private lessons at the Club 
 several times a year. These teachers may be remunerated. 

 Generally, all participants in the classes and workshops are members of the Perth Tango 
 Club, as the Club may subsidise them using Club funds. However, from time-to-time, the 
 committee may allow non-members to attend workshops as long as any differential between 
 commercial and Club pricing is charged. 

 By adhering to this teaching policy, we aim to promote the art and culture of Argentine Tango 
 and provide our members with a quality tango experience. 
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